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Abstract

The main target of this research is to model, analyze, and compare the performance 
of two hybrid systems,, 1. A gas turbine (GT) and steam Turbine (ST) plus a solid 
oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and 2. a hybrid GT, ORC, and SOFC cycle (SOFC+ GT+ 
ORC) from the thermodynamic and exergy perspectives.  Studies show that the 
output power of a combined system with a steam cycle is higher than that of a 
system with an organic Rankine cycle, but this higher output does not necessarily 
mean that this cycle performs better. Therefore, a steam cycle at a higher power 
range and turbine inlet gas temperature is more justified.  The results show that 
among the analyzed fluids, the use of toluene fluid in the organic Rankine cycle 
produces the most power at a condenser temperature of 319 Kelvin.
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1. Introduction      
  
The worldwide excessive and careless utilization of 
fossil fuels and the extensive pollution caused by 

burning such fuels has prompted many researchers 
to try and develop novel and highly efficient energy 
conversion techniques and systems. Additionally, the 
global energy crisis has also compelled scientists and 
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engineers to take practical steps to improve and opti-
mize energy-producing and energy-consuming equip-
ment and appliances. Gas and steam turbines, reliable 
energy-producing equipment with varied applications, 
have long been used in various industries, and numer-
ous researchers have attempted to optimize the perfor-
mance of these devices1-5] ]. For example,  older tur-
bine optimization methods are costly, ineffective, and 
incapable of substantially boosting the output power 
of these two cycles. In a relatively new approach, gas 
turbine (GT) and steam turbine (St) cycles have been 
combined to form a combined system whose net pow-
er output and efficiency are greater than those of each 
cycle alone [6-8]. With the development of fuel cells 
in recent years, many researchers have considered 
combining them with other energy systems. Among 
fuel cell types, solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) have 
exhibited good potential for hybridization with other 
systems in power plant cycles due to their high op-
erating temperature. Many researchers have eagerly 
investigated the combination of solid oxide fuel cells 
with a gas turbine cycle in recent years [9-14]. More-
over,  it is possible to recover the existent heat from 
such systems due to the high-temperature exhaust 
gases from these hybrid cycles. The main purpose of 
this research is to use a highly efficient steam cycle in 
the downstream of a gas turbine-fuel cell hybrid cycle 
in order to form a triple hybrid system.
Lai et al. [14] comprehensively reviewed macroscopic 
SOFC and SOFC/GT hybrid system models. The en-
ergy, economic, exergy, and environmental analysis of 
three different GT-SOFC systems were performed by 
Eisavi et al. [15]. Huang and Turan built a novel mod-
el with thermodynamic processes to gain operational 
and energetic insights into the SOFC/GT hybrid sys-
tem [16]. They show that by a recuperator effective-
ness of 0.9, 68% electric efficiency can be achieved. 
Hedberg et al. introduced a fuel cell-GT hybrid cycle 
with high thermal efficiency from a topping/bottoming 
cycle without a high-temperature heat exchanger [17]. 

Guo et al. proposed a novel SOFC-GT based system, 
which integrated a TRCC with a LNG cold energy 
utilization system [18]. Azizi and Brouwer presented 
the design, analysis, and optimization of (SOFC/GT) 
hybrid systems for different system configurations 
[19]. The thermodynamic analysis of an integrated 
system consisting of a steam-gas turbine and SOFC 
was studied by Pirkandi et al. [20]. Ezzat and Dincer 
investigated a new combined power plant with two 
main powering sources, a GT cycle and ammonia fed 
SOFC [21]. Modeling and optimization of a new in-
tegrated system consisting of a SOFC, a gas turbine, 
and a supercritical carbon dioxide Brayton cycle have 
been done by Chen et al. [22]. Al-Hamed and Dincer 
investigated a new ammonia and SOFC system for 
clean electric rail transportation [23]. Three different 
configurations fed by biomass and based on advanced 
technologies have been considered and analyzed by 
Minutillo et al. [24]. Yuksel et al. thermodynamically 
studied a biomass-based integrated power plant [25]. 
Gholamian and Zare investigated Kalina and Organic 
Rankine cycles for waste heat recovery from a com-
bined SOFC-GT system [26]. Kim et al. introduced 
a novel 5-kW class of SOFC based combined power 
generation system [27], and Sadat et al. examined a 
novel plant driven by a SOFC unit [28]. Mehrpooya 
et al. [29] investigated the biodiesel and glycerol pro-
cesses, SOFC, and ORC for the production of electric-
ity and biodiesel simultaneously.
A survey of the literature indicates that most research-
ers have paid less attention to triple hybrid systems, 
with most articles focusing on dual integrated systems 
such as gas turbines and fuel cells or gas turbines and 
steam cycles. In this study, first, a triple-integrated 
system of a gas-steam cycle and fuel cell (GT+St+-
SOFC) was analyzed from thermodynamics and exer-
gy standpoints. Then, the following section considered 
a steam cycle instead of an organic Rankine cycle, 
and its performance was investigated. And finally, in 
the last section, the results of the triple combined sys-
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tem with an organic Rankin cycle were compared with 
the previous section.   

            

2. Introducing the proposed system  

      
The main target of this research is to use a high-efficien-
cy cycle in the downstream of the GT-SOFC to form a 
triple combined system. The constituent components of 
this triple system have been introduced below. 

2.1. Steam cycle  
     
Considering the importance of the steam cycle in 
the proposed system, we tried to use an appropriate 
high-efficiency steam cycle in this research. For this 
purpose, nine different configurations of this cycle 
were examined, and ultimately, the best arrangement 
was chosen for this purpose. The schematic of this 
proposed steam cycle are displayed in Fig. (1), and 
the full results of this research have been presented in 
the Pirkandi et al. study [20].

Fig. 1. Configuration of the Rankin cycle with one open and two closed regenerators [20].

2.2.Hybrid cycle of GT+SOFC

SOFC can be satisfactorily combined with GT 
cycles because of their high operating temperature. 
This combination could be direct (using a common 
working fluid) or indirect (using a non-common 
working fluid). In direct hybridization, a GT cycle 
can be combined with a pressurized fuel cell or under 

atmospheric ambient conditions. Investi-
gations show that direct pressurized hy-
brid cycles performance is better than 
other integrated systems. Therefore, 
considering the above, a directly-connected and 
pressurized integrated cycle of GT and SOFC will 
be used in this research. A schematic of this hybrid 
system is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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2.3. Combined GT, SOFC, and steam cycle

A triple combined system was obtained using the best 
arrangement mentioned in [20]. A schematic of this 
hybrid system is illustrated in Fig. 3. This system in-
cludes a SOFC stack with internal reforming, an af-
terburner chamber, GT, air and fuel compressors, air 
and fuel regenerators, a steam generator (boiler), four 
water pumps, condenser, open heat regenerator and 
two closed heat regenerators for steam, and a steam 
turbine. The fuel utilized in the system was natural 
gas with a composition of 97% CH4, 1.5% CO2, and 
1.5% N, and the air was composed of 21% O2 and 
79% N2. First, the air and the natural gas entering the 
cycle are compressed by compressors and heated be-
fore entering the fuel cell. The reaction of hydrogen, 
produced by natural gas, with oxygen in the fuel cell 
produces a considerable amount of electrical power, 
producing the efficiency increment of the combined 
system. Down the line, the fuel cell outlet gases that 
did not participate in reforming reactions enter the 
afterburner chamber and react with each other. Then, 
the output from the production chamber enters the 
GT and produces work. Finally, the hot exhaust gas-
es from the turbine enter into three heat regenerators. 
The first two regenerators are used for preheating the 
air-fuel mixture that comes into the fuel cell, and the 

third regenerator is employed to produce hot steam for 
the Rankin cycle. In the steam cycle, first, the super-
heated steam produced in the heat regenerator of the 
boiler enters the turbine. Then, the outlet flow from 
the steam turbine then enters the condenser and los-
es its heat there. Three branches are taken from the 
turbine to preheat the outlet condenser flow. Next, the 
water leaving the condenser is passed through a closed 
low-pressure heat exchanger and pumped to the open 
heat exchanger, where the outlet water combines with 
the outlet flows of branches 3 and 4. After passing the 
closed high-pressure heat exchanger, all these flows 
are finally combined with the outlet flow of branch 
2 and returned to the heat regenerator of the boiler to 
complete the cycle.   

In the analysis of the proposed triple hybrid system, 
the following assumptions are considered:

•  All the components of the cycle are assumed adia-
batic.

•  Fluid flow is steady in all components.

•  Changes in potential and kinetic energy are negli-
gible.

•  The ideal behavior of gas is assumed.

•  The leakage of gas inside the system to the outside 

Fig. 2 Schematic of the GT+SOFC hybrid system.
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Fig. 3 The schematic of the GT+SOFC+St combined system. 

3. Governing equations

The governing equations of each component of the 

proposed cycle are presented in the Table 1. Addition-
al relationships are available in Reference [20].

is ignored.

•  The pressure and temperature of gases coming out 
of the anode and cathode are assumed to be the 
same and equal to the battery’s temperature and 
working pressure.

•  The chemical components and temperature and 
pressure distribution inside the fuel cell have been 
neglected.

•  The voltage under the fuel cell stacks is assumed to 
be constant.

•   The steam generator’s heat exchanger is assumed 
to  be a simple exchanger, and the details of its 
modeling, such as determining the pinch tempera-
ture, have been omitted.

•  The temperature of air and fuel entering the system 
is assumed to be the same.

•  The operating fluid at the outlet of the condenser 
and the inlet of the pump is a saturated liquid.

•  For the pump and turbine, isentropic efficiency is 
considered as input.



Table 1. governing equations of each component of the proposed cycle [20].
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4. Solution method

 This research investigates the parameters that influ-
ence the functioning of the steam cycle, including the 
pressure and temperature of the steam generator, con-
denser pressure, and the different working fluids used 
in the steam cycle (organic Rankin cycle). A computer 
code has been written in EES software for modeling 
the proposed hybrid system. In the first part of this 
computer code, the nonlinear electrochemical and 
reforming equations are simultaneously solved with 
the thermal equations of the fuel cell. The results in-
clude output chemical products, current, voltage, tem-
perature, voltage loss, efficiency, generated power, 
etc.  Contrary to most former studies, the fuel cell’s 
working temperature was not assumed constant in this 
study and was calculated for different working condi-
tions. In the second part of the computer program, the 
entire hybrid cycle was investigated, and the results 
were reported.

5. Results 

Here, the performances of the proposed cycle, the 
triple integrated system with the steam or organic 

Rankin cycle, have been evaluated. The parameters 
examined in these analyses are condenser pressure, 
boiler temperature and pressure, and the working fluid 
used in the organic Rankin cycle.      

5.1. Validation

In order to check the validation of the present com-
puter code, the results of this research were compared 
with those obtained from several credible references. 
Considering the novelty of the research topic and a 
lack of sufficient data in this field, this comparison 
has been made separately for different sections of the 
examined hybrid system. First, a computer code was 
written for the fuel cell and gas turbine [GT+SOFC], 
and then the results were validated. Then, another pro-
gram was written for the Rankin steam cycle and the 
organic Rankin cycle, and the obtained results were 
compared. Finally, after validating the results of both 
systems, the two cycles were integrated.         

5.1.1. Validating the GT-SOFC hybrid cycle

In order to validate the proposed code written for the 
GT-SOFC hybrid cycle, the cycle introduced by Chan 
et al. [30] was first investigated, and then the two were 
compared, as illustrated in Table 2. A computational 
error of 1.2% between the two cycles confirms the va-
lidity of the written code.

Table 2. Comparison of present research results with Chen et al. [30].

Parameters Chan et al. [30]present researchError %

Electrical efficiency of the system62.261.890.49

Cell voltage (v)0.7380.72891.2

Current density (A/m2)141614160

Cell operating temperature (K)116611660
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5.1.2. Validating the proposed steam cycle    
    
The cycle presented by Cengel [31] was modeled to 
validate the section related to the steam cycle. This 
model includes a simple steam cycle with known val-

ues of inlet and outlet temperatures. According to Ta-
ble 3, a computational error of 0.1% exists between 
the results under equal conditions, which shows the 
validity of the computer code written by considering 
the cycle presented in [31].

Table 3. Comparison of the present research results with those obtained by Cengel  [31].
ParametersCengel et al. [31]present researchError %

Electrical efficiency of the system2626.020.077
Output power of the system (kJ / kg)709.07709.50.06

Inlet heat to the system (kJ / kg)2727.8827270.032
Exit heat from the system (kJ / kg)2018.8120170.09

Steam quality (x)0.8860.88560.045

5.1.3. Validating the organic Rankin cycle

In this section, the organic Rankin cycle was val-
idated. For this purpose, the Song et al. [32] cy-
cle has been analyzed. The results of the present 
research and [32], obtained under equal input 

conditions and with the consideration of working 
fluid R123, have been compared in Table 3. As is 
observed, a computational error of 7.93% exists 
between the present results and the results in refer-
ence [32], which confirms the validity of the code 
for this section. 

Table 4. Comparison of the present research results with those obtained by Song et al. [32].
Parameterspresent researchSong et al. [32]Error %

Steam generator temperature (K)393.7393.70
Steam generator pressure (kPa)121112110

Electrical efficiency of the system13.1413.52.67
Output power of the system (kW)5805347.93

5.2. Analyzing the results of the steam cycle

In this section, a parametric analysis of the steam cy-
cle was performed with regard to the decision vari-
ables of condenser pressure and the temperature and 
pressure of the steam generator (boiler). Fig. 4 indi-
cates the electrical efficiency of the steam cycle ver-
sus condenser pressure and boiler temperature. As is 
observed, the cycle’s electrical efficiency diminishes 
with the surge of condenser pressure and increases 
with the increment of boiler temperature. The increase 
in condenser pressure causes the steam cycle to dissi

pate heat to the environment at a higher tempera-
ture. Considering the philosophy of steam cycle 
design, which is based on heat dissipation at the 
least possible temperature (definition of Carnot ef-
ficiency), the abovementioned phenomenon reduc-
es the power generation potential of the cycle and, 
consequently, lowers its electrical efficiency. The 
rise of boiler temperature actually means heat ab-
sorption at higher temperatures; which, according 
to the definition of Carnot efficiency, leads to the 
increase of the steam cycle’s electrical efficiency.    
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Fig. 4. Electrical efficiency of the steam cycle versus condenser pressure for different boiler temperatures.

Fig. 5 illustrates the exergy efficiency of the steam cy-
cle versus condenser pressure and boiler temperature. 
According to this figure, the exergy efficiency of the 
cycle diminishes with the rise of condenser pressure. 
Considering the reduction of output power due to the 
increase in condenser pressure, these changes seem to 

be reasonable. The results also indicate that exergy ef-
ficiency diminishes with the rise of steam generator 
temperature. The reasons for the decrease in exergy 
efficiency in this cycle are the higher utilization of fuel 
and the increase of irreversibility rates in cycle com-
ponents, especially in the boiler.
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Fig. 5. Exergy efficiency of the steam cycle versus condenser pressure for different boiler temperatures.

Fig. 6 displays the power output of the steam cycle 
versus condenser pressure and boiler temperature. As 
mentioned before, the surge of condenser pressure 
leads to the rise of temperature during heat dissipation 

in the cycle, and this causes the cycle’s output power 
to diminish. The increase of boiler temperature due to 
the temperature rise during heat absorption leads to 
the surge of output power from the steam cycle.      
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Fig. 6. Power output of the steam cycle versus condenser pressure for different boiler temperatures.

Fig. 7 shows the exergy destruction rate of the steam 
cycle versus condenser pressure and also the boiler 
temperature. The obtained results indicate that with 
the rise of boiler temperature, the rate of exergy de-
struction (one cause of irreversibility in the cycle) in-
creases. Among the cycle components, the boiler has 
the highest exergy destruction rate, which seems to 

be justified, considering the high fuel consumption 
and the increase of entropy generation in the cycle. By 
varying the condenser pressure, no significant change 
is observed in the exergy destruction rate. Findings 
reveal that the rise of boiler temperature has a greater 
influence on the exergy destruction rate than the in-
crease of condenser pressure.
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Fig. 7. Exergy destruction rate of the steam cycle versus condenser pressure for different boiler temperatures.
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Fig. 8 illustrates the steam cycle’s exergy loss rate 
versus condenser pressure and boiler temperature. Ac-
cording to this figure, the rate of exergy loss (anoth-
er cause of irreversibility in the cycle) rises with the 
increment of boiler temperature as well as increasing 
the condenser pressure. As is observed, the increase 
in condenser pressure has a considerably greater ef-

fect on the rate of exergy loss than the rise in boil-
er temperature. Considering the dissipation of a large 
amount of energy in the condenser and the fact that 
the condenser has the highest exergy loss among the 
cycle components, the whole cycle will be affected by 
changing the operating conditions (working tempera-
ture and pressure) of the condenser.       
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Fig. 8. Rate of exergy loss in the steam cycle versus condenser pressure for different boiler temperatures. 

The effect of boiler pressure on the efficiency of the 
steam cycle is evaluated below. Fig. 9 shows the elec-
trical efficiency of the steam cycle versus boiler tem-
perature and pressure. As is observed, the system’s 
electrical efficiency increases with the boiler tempera-

ture and pressure. This is because boiler pressure de-
termines the lowest possible temperature needed for 
heat absorption, and this minimum temperature for the 
boiler increases with the rise of boiler pressure, there-
by boosting the electrical efficiency of the system. 
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Fig. 9 Electrical efficiency of the steam cycle versus boiler pressure for different boiler temperatures. 
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The variations of exergy efficiency versus boiler tem-
perature and pressure have been plotted in Fig. 10. 
The obtained results show that the rise of boiler pres-
sure leads to the surge of output power and, thus, the 

increase of exergy efficiency. Exergy efficiency di-
minishes with the rise of boiler temperature. This is 
caused by the increased rate of irreversibility in the 
system due to the escalation of fuel consumption.
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Fig. 10. Exergy efficiency of the steam cycle versus boiler pressure for different boiler temperatures. 

Fig. 11 illustrates the output power of the steam cycle 
versus boiler pressure and temperature. According to 
this figure, the output power of the cycle goes up as the 
boiler pressure and temperature rise. The results show 
that the increase in output power is influenced more 
by boiler temperature than boiler pressure. Boiler pres-

sure is proportional to steam saturation temperature during 
the steam absorption process, while, by superheating the 
steam, the boiler temperature will always be greater than 
the saturation temperature. The considered temperature 
for computing the Carnot efficiency of the steam generat-
ing cycle is the temperature of superheated steam.
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Fig. 11. Power output of the steam cycle versus boiler pressure for different boiler temperatures.
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Figures 12 and 13 show the exergy destruction rate 
and exergy loss in the steam cycle versus boiler pres-
sure and temperature, respectively. As expected, based 
on the above results, the rise of boiler pressure leads 

to the decline of exergy destruction and exergy loss 
rates, while the increase in boiler temperature has the 
opposite effect.
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Fig. 12. Exergy destruction rate in the steam cycle versus boiler pressure for different boiler temperatures.
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Fig. 13. Rate of exergy loss in the steam cycle versus boiler pressure for different boiler temperatures. 
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5.3. Analyzing the results of the GT+SOFC+St 
hybrid system

In this section, the results related to the analysis of 
the triple combined system shown in Fig. 3 are pre-
sented and discussed. According to these results, after 
adding the steam cycle to the dual system of GT-FC, 
the new hybrid system’s (GT+SOFC+St)  net power 
generation increases by 51% in comparison with the 
simple GT cycle and about 14% in comparison with 
the GT+SOFC hybrid system. The electrical efficien-
cy of the proposed triple system rises by about 52% in 
comparison with the simple GT cycle and about 13% 
in comparison with the GT+SOFC hybrid system. 
This cycle was also placed in the path of gas turbine 

outlet gases to investigate the effect of changing the 
steam cycle location. The schematic of this configu-
ration is depicted in Fig. 14. The results illustrated in 
Fig. 15 show that this change in steam cycle location 
diminishes the proposed system’s output power. The 
reason for this is the drop in the temperature of the 
gases used to preheat the fuel and air entering the GT-
SOFC hybrid cycle. This drop lowered the fuel cell 
temperature and reduced its output power. In the sec-
ond configuration shown in the figure, the outlet gases 
from the GT directly enter the steam generator; and 
this increases the output power of the boiler. While as 
was mentioned above, the amount of power generated 
by the FC diminishes. The results show that the output 
power of the GT is almost the same in both configu-
rations.       

Fig. 14. Placing the steam cycle in the path of gas turbine outlet gases. 
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Fig. 15. Comparing the output powers of the triple hybrid system components in two different configurations. 

5.4.  Analyzing the results of the organic Rankin 
cycle         

In this research, we have also analyzed the perfor-
mance of the triple combined system by considering 
an ORC. The schematic of this cycle is presented in 
Fig. 16. In this section, the effects of five different 
working fluids on the performance of the ORC were 
evaluated, and the most suitable working fluid was 
selected for use in the proposed triple hybrid system.

Fig. 16. Schematic of the organic Rankin cycle.

The saturated vapor temperature of the working fluid 
used in the organic Rankin cycle is considerably less 
than that of the steam cycle; also, the process flow-
chart of this cycle differs from that of the steam cy-
cle. These differences create a large discrepancy in the 
behaviors and operations of the two cycles. For ana-
lyzing the organic Rankin cycle, two cases were con-
sidered. In the first case, the condenser temperature is 
lower than the ambient temperature, and in the second 
case, it is higher. In the first case, a condenser pressure 
of 0.1 bar has been considered. In this case, for some 
fluids, the condenser temperature appropriate for such 
pressure is lower than the ambient temperature; and 
naturally, heat does not dissipate to the environment 
under these conditions. Therefore, a cold source 
should be considered to use these working fluids in 
ambient conditions, which does not seem rational. In 
order to deal with this problem, in the second case, 
the condenser temperature was assumed to be high-
er than the ambient temperature so that heat could be 
discharged to the surrounding environment. In the sec-
ond case, the condenser pressure consistent with this 
temperature is also computed. Figs. 17 and 18, related 
to the first case, illustrate the output powers and the 
electrical efficiencies of the organic Rankin cycle for 
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condenser pressure of Pcond = 0.1 bar, respectively. As 
is observed, under the stated conditions, the R123 or-
ganic fluid achieves the highest efficiency and output 
power among the examined working fluids. However, 
considering the low temperature of the condenser, a 
low-temperature source would be needed in this case.    
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Fig. 17. Comparing the output powers of the organic Rankin 

cycle for different working fluids (Pcond = 0.1 bar).
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Fig. 18. Comparing the electrical efficiencies of the organic 

Rankin cycle for different working fluids (Pcond = 0.1 bar).

In Figs. 19 and 20, related to the second case, the 
output power and the electrical efficiency of the or-
ganic Rankin cycle have been plotted for a condenser 
temperature of Tcond = 319 ºK. As is seen, the output 
power and the cycle efficiency achieved by using the 

working fluid of toluene are substantially greater than 
those obtained by other fluids. The given condenser 
temperature, with regards to toluene, is in line with 
the pressure of 0.1 bar. The results indicate that, at the 
constraints applied to the cycle, toluene has the best 
performance among the other working fluids used.
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Fig. 19. Comparing the output powers of the organic Rankin 

cycle for different working fluids (Tcond = 319 ºK).
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Fig. 20. Comparing the electrical efficiencies of the organic 

Rankin cycle for different working fluids (Tcond = 319 ºK).

The analyses performed on the organic Rankin cy-
cle revealed that the toluene working fluid is the best 
organic fluid among the five examined fluids. Next, 
the organic Rankin cycle with toluene as the working 
fluid was compared with the simple steam cycle. The 
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results of this comparison are illustrated in Figs. 21 
and 22. In this section, two different cycles have been 
evaluated for the same input temperature from the up-
stream cycle. As shown in these two figures, the two 
examined cycles have different working paths, and, 
with the given conditions, the output power of the 

steam cycle is greater than that of the organic Rankin 
cycle. The turbine input temperature in the organic 
Rankin cycle is considerably lower than in the steam 
cycle, which allows the organic Rankin cycle to be 
used in low-temperature heat regenerators.
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Fig. 21. The temperature-entropy graph for the steam Rankin cycle.
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Fig. 22. The temperature-entropy graph for the organic Rankin cycle with toluene as the working fluid. 
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The T-S graphs for water vapor and five organic fluids 
have been plotted in Fig. 23. The operational differ-
ences between these fluids can be seen in this figure. 
Considering the positive slope of the vapor saturation 
line for toluene, this organic fluid does not become 

two-phase during the expansion process in the turbine. 
However, it changes to superheated steam at lower 
pressures. Therefore, it is not necessary to superheat 
the turbine input steam when using toluene.
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Fig. 23. Comparing the effects of using different working fluids in the ORC.

 5.5 . Analyzing the results of the triple combined 
system with the organic Rankin cycle

A schematic of the triple integrated system with 
the organic Rankin cycle is presented in Fig. 24. 
Based on the obtained results, adding the steam 
cycle and the organic Rankin cycle to the dual 
hybrid system of GT+SOFC increases the 
electrical efficiency and the net generated power 
of the resulting triple integrated system. Fig. 25 
shows the output powers of the triple combined 
system for two cases: a steam cycle and an organic 
Rankin cycle. According to this figure, the output 
power of the combined cycle plus the steam cycle 
is greater than that of the hybrid system with the 
organic Rankin cycle; however, this higher power 

output does not necessarily mean that this cycle 
is better. In a microturbine cycle, with regards to 
the limited inlet gases temperature of the turbine 
(maximum temperature of 1000 ºC), the discharged 
gases from this system have a low temperature, 
and normally, it is not possible to start up a steam 
cycle (with the minimum superheated vapor 
temperature of about 400 ºC) in this case. 
However, considering the lower saturated vapor 
temperature in the organic Rankin cycle (about 
280 ºC), this cycle can be implemented. Therefore, 
the use of a steam cycle in the hybrid system will 
be more justified by greater power outputs and 
higher temperatures of turbine inlet gases because 
the outlet gases from the gas turbine cycle will 
have a higher temperature. 
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Fig. 24. Schematic of the integrated system of GT, fuel cell, and organic Rankin cycle.
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Fig. 25. Comparing the output powers of two types of triple hybrid systems.

6- Conclusion     
    

In this section, the important findings of this research 
are summarized and presented: 

 The net power generation of the proposed hybrid sys-
tem (GT+SOFC+St) increases by 51% compared 

to the simple GT cycle and about 14% compared 
to the GT+SOFC hybrid system. The electrical ef-
ficiency of the proposed triple combined system 
increases by 52% compared to the simple GT cycle 
and about 13% compared to the GT+SOFC hybrid 
system. 

 By changing the location of the steam cycle and 
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placing it at the beginning section of the path of 
discharged gases from the GT+SOFC integrated 
system, the net output power of the triple combined 
system diminishes. The results show that preheat-
ing the inlet fuel and air of the GT+SOFC cycle has 
a better effect on the system’s performance, and it 
is better to place the steam cycle after the air and 
fuel regenerators of this cycle.

 At the condenser temperature of 319 ºK, the pro-
posed triple hybrid system produces the largest 
amount of output power by using toluene in the or-
ganic Rankin cycle (as compared to the other con-
sidered organic fluids).

 The output power of the combined cycle plus the 
steam cycle is greater than the hybrid system with 
the organic Rankin cycle; however, this higher 
power output does not necessarily mean that this 
cycle is better. The use of a steam cycle in the hy-
brid system will be more justified by greater pow-
er outputs and higher temperatures of turbine inlet 
gases.
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